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Children for the Oceans ("CFTO") on the national channel:
On May 14th, the TV channel TF1 released a broadcast about Children for the Oceans and
Thomas'actions within the NGO as well as his fight for the Oceans. This broadcast explains the
reasons why Thomas decided to create the NGO, Children for the Oceans'missions and how
crucial it is to involve kids and set up a worldwide community of children acting as ambassadors
for the protection of the Oceans.
You can find this broadcast on the TF1 website: https://www.tf1.fr/tf1/le-20h-le-mag
On their facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/TF1leJT/videos/832179440491028/
On CFTO facebook page by clicking on the broadcast image below.

Children for the Oceans on the magazine Geo
The magazine Geo released an interview on the occasion of the World Ocean Day at the
Aquarium Tropical de la Porte Dorée .
You can find this interview by clicking on the interview image below:

June CFTO actions:
On June 6th, Thomas and CFTO received the sustainable development award from the
Crédit Agricole.
Thomas and CFTO was the godfather of the event organised on June 8th at the Aquarium
Tropical de la Porte Dorée in Paris for the World Ocean day with Valérie Masson,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's representative.
CFTO is performing new awareness sessions in the Toulouse area.
New ambassadors of the Oceans have recentlly joined the NGO. You can learn mor about
Eugenia, Joe, Marsella, Charlotte and Jakob on our website:
https://childrenfortheoceans.eu/our-ocean-ambassadors/

What about next month?
On the last week of June, CFTO will participate to the festival de la mer et du littoral of the
Aquitaine region.
On July 2nd, Thomas will be in Nantes at th e Mer XXL exposition to present CFTO and he will
join the "collectif génération mer" linked to the french ministery of sustainability.

Key facts about the oceans:

On April the 27th, the Intergovernmental
Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem services (IPBES) published a
report about the state of biodiversity on
earth.
This alarming report underlines that 66% of
the marine biodiversity is impacted by
human activities and the climate change.
Every continent is largely impacted and the
consequences could be disastrous for the
oceans.
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